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Orthopoles and the Pappus Theorem

Atul Dixit and Darij Grinberg

Abstract. If the vertices of a triangle are projected onto a given line, the per-
pendiculars from the projections to the corresponding sidelines of the triangle
intersect at one point, the orthopole of the line with respect to the triangle. We
prove several theorems on orthopoles using the Pappus theorem, a fundamental
result of projective geometry.

1. Introduction

Theorems on orthopoles are often proved with the help of coordinates or com-
plex numbers. In this note we prove some theorems on orthopoles by using a well-
known result from projective geometry, the Pappus theorem. Notably, we need not
even use it in the general case. What we need is a simple affine theorem which is a
special case of the Pappus theorem. We denote the intersection of two linesg and
g′ by g ∩ g′. Here is the Pappus theorem in the general case.

Theorem 1. Given two lines in a plane, let A, B, C be three points on one line
and A′, B′, C ′ three points on the other line. The three points

BC ′ ∩ CB′, CA′ ∩ AC ′, AB′ ∩ BA′

are collinear.
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Figure 1

Theorem 1 remains valid if some of the pointsA, B, C, A′, B′, C ′ are projected
to infinity, even if one of the two lines is the line at infinity. In this paper, the only
case we need is the special case if the pointsA′, B′, C ′ are points at infinity. For
the sake of completeness, we give a proof of the Pappus theorem for this case.
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Let X = BC ′ ∩ CB′, Y = CA′ ∩ AC ′, Z = AB′ ∩ BA′. The pointsA′, B′,
C ′ being infinite points, we haveCY ‖ BZ, AZ ‖ CX, andBX ‖ AY . See
Figure 2. We assume the linesZX andABC intersect at a pointP , and leave the
easy caseZX ‖ ABC to the reader. In Figure 3, letY ′ = ZX ∩ AY . We show

thatY ′ = Y . SinceAY ‖ BX, we have
PA

PB
=

PY ′

PX
in signed lengths. Since

AZ ‖ CX, we have
PC

PA
=

PX

PZ
. From these,

PC

PB
=

PY ′

PZ
, andCY ′ ‖ BZ.

SinceCY ‖ BZ, the pointY ′ lies on the lineCY . Thus,Y ′ = Y , and the points
X, Y , Z are collinear.
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2. The orthocenters of a fourline

We denote by∆abc the triangle bounded by three linesa, b, c. A complete
quadrilateral, or, simply, a fourline is a set of four lines in a plane. The fourline
consisting of linesa, b, c, d, is denoted by�abcd. If g is a line, then all lines per-
pendicular tog have an infinite point in common. This infinite point will be called
g. With this notation,Pg is the perpendicular fromP to g. Now, we establish the
well-known Steiner’s theorem.

Theorem 2 (Steiner). If a, b, c, d are any four lines, the orthocenters of ∆bcd,
∆acd, ∆abd, ∆abc are collinear.
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Proof. Let D, E, F be the intersections ofd with a, b, c, andK, L, M , N the
orthocenters of∆bcd, ∆acd, ∆abd, and∆abc. Note thatK = Ec ∩ Fb, being
the intersection of the perpendiculars fromE to c and fromF to b. Similarly,
L = Fa ∩ Dc andM = Db ∩ Ea. The pointsD, E, F being collinear and the
pointsa, b, c being infinite, we conclude from the Pappus theorem thatK, L, M
are collinear. Similarly,L, M , N are collinear. The four orthocenters lie on the
same line. �

The lineKLMN is called the Steiner line of the fourline�ABCD. Theorem
2 is usually associated with Miquel points [6,§9] and proved using radical axes. A
consequence of such proofs is the fact that the Steiner line of the fourline�abcd
is the radical axis of the circles with diametersAD, BE, CF , whereA = b ∩ c,
B = c ∩ a, C = a ∩ b, D = d ∩ a, E = d ∩ b, F = d ∩ c. Also, the Steiner line
is the directrix of the parabola touching the four linesa, b, c, d. The Steiner line is
also called four-orthocenter line in [6,§11] or the orthocentric line in [5], where it
is studied using barycentric coordinates.
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3. The orthopole and the fourline

We prove the theorem that gives rise to the notion of orthopole.

Theorem 3. Let ∆ABC be a triangle and d a line. If A′, B′, C ′ are the pedals of
A, B, C on d, then the perpendiculars from A′, B′, C ′ to the lines BC , CA, AB
intersect at one point.

This point is the orthopole of the lined with respect to∆ABC.
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Proof. Denote bya, b, c the linesBC, CA, AB. By Theorem 2, the orthocenters
K, L, M , N of triangles∆bcd, ∆acd, ∆abd, ∆abc lie on a line. LetD =
d ∩ a, andW = B′b ∩ C ′c. The orthocenterL of ∆acd is the intersection of the
perpendiculars fromD to c and fromB to d. Since the perpendicular fromB to d is
also the perpendicular fromB′ to d, L = Dc∩B′d. Analogously,M = Db∩C′d.
By the Pappus theorem, the pointsW , M , L are collinear. Hence,W lies on the
line KLMN . SinceW = B′b ∩ C ′c, the intersectionW of the linesKLMN
andB′b lies onC′c. Similarly, this intersectionW lies onA′a. Hence, the point
W is the common point of the four linesA′a, B′b, C ′c, andKLMN . Since
A′a, B′b, C ′c are the perpendiculars fromA′, B′, C ′ to a, b, c respectively, the
perpendiculars fromA′, B′, C ′ to BC, CA, AB and the lineKLMN intersect at
one point. This already shows more than the statement of the theorem. In fact, we
conclude that the orthopole ofd with respect to triangle∆ABC lies on the Steiner
line of the complete quadrilateral�abcd. �

The usual proof of Theorem 3 involves similar triangles ([1], [10, Chapter 11])
and does not directly lead to the fourline. Theorem 4 originates from R. Goor-
maghtigh, published as a problem [7]. It was also mentioned in [5, Proposition 6],
with reference to [2]. The following corollary is immediate.
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Corollary 4. Given a fourline �abcd, the orthopoles of a, b, c, d with respect to
∆bcd, ∆acd, ∆abd, ∆abc lie on the Steiner line of the fourline.
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4. Two theorems on the collinarity of quadruples of orthopoles

Theorem 5. If A, B, C , D are four points and e is a line, then the orthopoles of e
with respect to triangles ∆BCD, ∆CDA, ∆DAB, ∆ABC are collinear.
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Proof. Denote these orthopoles byX, Y , Z, W respectively. IfA′, B′, C ′, D′
are the pedals ofA, B, C, D on e, thenX = B′CD ∩ C ′BD. Similarly, Y =
C ′AD ∩ A′CD, Z = A′BD ∩ B′AD. Now,A′, B′, C ′ lie on one line, andAD,
BD, CD lie on the line at infinity. By Pappus’ theorem, the pointsX, Y , Z are
collinear. Likewise,Y , Z, W are collinear. We conclude that all four pointsX, Y ,
Z, W are collinear. �

Theorem 5 was also proved using coordinates by N. Dergiades in [3] and by R.
Goormaghtigh in [8, p.178]. A special case of Theorem 5 was shown in [11] using
the Desargues theorem.1 Another theorem surprisingly similar to Theorem 5 was
shown in [9] using complex numbers.

Theorem 6. Given five lines a, b, c, d, e, the orthopoles of e with respect to ∆bcd,
∆acd, ∆abd, ∆abc are collinear.
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Proof. Denote these orthopoles byX, Y , Z, W respectively. Let the lined inter-
secta, b, c atD, E, F , and letD′, E′, F ′ be the pedals ofD, E, F on e.

SinceE = b ∩ d andF = c ∩ d are two vertices of triangle∆bcd, andE′ and
F ′ are the pedals of these vertices one, the orthopoleX = E′c ∩ F ′b. Similarly,
Y = F ′a ∩ D′c, andZ = D′b ∩ E′a. SinceD′, E′, F ′ lie on one line, anda, b,
c lie on the line at infinity, the Pappus theorem yields the collinearity of the points
X, Y , Z. Analogously, the pointsY , Z, W are collinear. The four pointsX, Y ,
Z, W are on the same line. �

1In [11], Witczyński proves Theorem 5 for the case whenA, B, C, D lie on one circle and the
line e crosses this circle. Instead of orthopoles, he equivalently considers Simson lines. The Simson
lines of two points on the circumcircle of a triangle intersect at the orthopole of the line joining the
two points.
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